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Free Market Road Show 2018

11th anniversary
Values, what Values?

We, the Austrian Economics Center want to thank over 130 leading 
think tanks and universities across Europe and the Caucasus, and 
international partners such as the Global Philanthropic Trust, 
Krieble Foundation, Competitive Enterprise Institute, Americans 
for Tax Reform, World Taxpayers Associations, Friedrich Naumann 
Foundation for Freedom, European Students for Liberty, and the F. 
A. v. Hayek Institut and many more for their engagement in liberty 
and the Free Market Road Show. Together, we have organized a 
fantastic tour from April 12th to May 17th through 40 capitals in 
Europe and the Caucasus – from Scandinavia to the Balkans, from 
Spain to the Ukraine.

We are living in interesting times. Europe and the rest of the world 
are definitely going through one of the most interesting periods of 
political upheaval since the fall of the Berlin Wall. We now live in 
an era where the unthinkable happens, repeatedly.

Worrying trends are replicating across Europe. Whole groups of 
the population, younger people in particular, are disengaged and 
misinformed. The core values upon which our modern society 
in Europe was built seem to have been forgotten. At the same 
time, the only choice being offered to the electorate appears to be 
maintaining the established political elites – a continuation of the 
current status quo that is becoming increasingly unappealing to 
young voters.

This is why the 2018 Free Market Road Show engaged with these 
younger people to identify a realistic and attractive third way, 
working hand in hand with the recently-launched Values 4 Europe 
project which seeks to discuss the common shared values in Europe 
and how young people can unite in this important discussion.

The Good and the Bad and the Third Way
Populism is just another way to get people involved in public 
discussions. As a starting point this seems appropriate, but the 
goal must be to trigger a permanent and prejudice-free debate in 
order to find workable solutions to today’s problems.

Date: April 12th to May 17th
Location: 40 cities in Europe, 
the Balkans, and the Caucasus
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The advanced new talk and debate format offers an open 
discussion on these values and problems, on economics and 
governance, allowing arguments to be debated from different 
points of view. Topics like fairness, the environment, equality, 
freedom, innovation, solidarity or inclusion are often covered 
too quickly, a self-evident positive point of view is taken without 
considering the full consequences. By challenging all participants 
with controversial arguments, the 2018 Free Market Road Show 
prepared the ground for a third way.

In the Balkan countries we additionally focused on corruption and 
how to best fight it, whereas in the Caucasus regions we covered 
the current regional tensions, focused on how economic freedom, 
the rule of law and protection of property rights provide options 
for improvements.

Besides these two political topics, this year’s Free Market 
Road Show focused on two coalition topics: First, Intellectual 
Property Rights. We invited specialists from all over the world 
to present the pros and cons of strict IP rights. On the one hand 
patents secure investment, fuel innovation, create jobs, on the 
other hand, opposing voices claim that stronger IP rights would 
form a monopoly which is against free trade. This controversial 
topic caused lively discussions between audience and speakers. 
And second, another coalition letter: A Digital Tax Would Harm 
the European Economy and See It Loose Out to Competitors. 
Needless to say, that those initiatives by the Austrian Economics 
Center were signed by dozens of partners.

On April, 26th, in the middle of our tour, we celebrated the World 
Intellectual Property Rights Day. World IP Day is an opportunity 
to embrace what is uniquely human: constant innovation, 
reinvention, and curiosity. Special events and mentioning of the 
Property Rights Index (and the Property Rights Alliance by ATR) 
were made those days in Athens, Blagoevgrad, and Malaga.

FMRS Europe
11th anniversary in 2018
40 cities
~300 speakers
~10,000 attendees
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Free Market Road Show in Vienna

Numerous entrepreneurs, economists, academics, and other 
interested participants gathered in the prestigious Haus der 
Industrie, to discuss Brexit and European Values. The event 
was opened by the Economic Policy Coordinator of the House, 
Clemens Wallner, who stressed the importance to promote values 
and free market capitalism, especially nowadays, in contrast to the 
new wave of Marxisms seen in Austria.

Johnathan Isaby, who is specialized in the topic of Brexit, talked 
about the historical aspects of the EU membership in the UK, as 
well as the usual UK skepticism against EU. He added the EU 
elite in Brussels advocated for an ever tightening cooperation 
within the EU, which was never supported by the people of the 
UK. Delegation of tasks meant often a great delay in carrying out 
the national plans.

Next, Michael Jäger added his comments on Brexit, which he 
strongly advocated for. He thinks Brexit surprised both parties, 
pro and contra Brexit supporters. He wouldn’t advocate for a hard 
Brexit though as it might hurt the economy. 

What can we learn from the Brexit: UK still pays in till 2019, 
but what will happen after that? We should realize that values 
and common values should be finally defined. In Europe we 
should aspire for fair competition! Jäger mentioned Estonia as an 
excellent example of clear and inspiring competition. Concerning 
the issue of migration, we shall find solutions to the problems in 
their respective countries of origin.

Wolfgang Jung expressed his concerns about the credibility of the 
EU. Furthermore he questioned the clear goal or direction of the 
EU. The free movement of people is now limited due to external 
factors such as the migrant crisis, thus a fundamental value of 
the EU has been breached. Old national values are now being 
suppressed both from the national government as well as from 
higher levels of the EU. As a direct result of such tendencies today 
we can see Brexit.

Finally, Barbara Kolm drew attention to the project Values4Europe, 
which aims to target and engage mainly the youth. She stressed 
the importance of spreading the values Hayek was advocating for, 
especially in his home country.

Date: 14. Mai 2018

Location: Haus der Industrie, 
Vienna, Austria
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European Resource Bank Meeting

15th anniversary
Prague, Czech Republic

The European Resource Bank is the largest annual conference of 
free market think tanks in Europe and today gathers representatives 
from dozens of European and American think tanks, scholars, 
policy experts, elected officials and other parties interested in 
the debate over strategies and problems posed to the European 
economies and the future of individual liberty in Europe. 

ERB meetings attempt to build a ‘bank’ of human capital – the 
ultimate resource in the enterprise of freedom – and to create 
and renew the ties between the participating organizations which 
themselves pool human capital in the fight for a free world.

The European Resource Bank project started 15 years ago at the 
initiative of Prof. Pierre Garello, Dr. Barbara Kolm, Wolfgang 
Müller and Prof. Hardy Bouillon, when representatives from 13 
European classical liberal think tanks met in November 2003 in 
Gummersbach, Germany, to reflect on ways to improve inter-
organizational cooperation. 

Now in its 15th year, each European Resource Bank Meeting is 
hosted by a different European institute. The program is designed 
by the organizers in close cooperation with historical members of 
the group.

While the topics of the meetings are ranging from issues of 
European economic integration to the financial and monetary 
crisis, the primary mission of the ERB Meetings is to improve the 
organizational strategy for those promoting freedom throughout 
Europe, and to serve as a forum for organizations, experts, partners 
and friends to develop new ideas and share new experiences.

This years‘ ERB Meeting was hosted by the CERGE-EI Foundation 
in Prague. The University’s magnificent facilities helped to 
organize working groups and workshops to debate pressing 
political, economic, and philosophical issues facing Europe.

Date: 13.-15. April 2018

Location: CERGE-EI 
Foundation, 
Prague, Czech Republic
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The 15th edition of the European Resource Bank Meeting was 
full of interesting topics and lively discussions. The program 
consisted of panel discussions, workshops, and the Dragons’ Den 
Competition.

The Dragons’ Den Competition offers a platform for newly 
founded Think Tanks to present their projects and helps the 
winners to realize them. This year’s winner is:

€ 5.000 go to Joe McKinney 
from Startup Societies Foundation, 

with his project “ULEX”.

The prize money was sponsored by the Global Philantrophic Trust.

The next European Resource Bank Meeting takes place in 
Chisinau, Moldova on March 28th to 31th.
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Workshops

Journalists’ Conference in cooperation 
with Liberty Fund

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM AND 
THE FUTURE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

The participants were very engaged journalists, bloggers, and 
social media specialists. They discussed current libertarian 
topics under the guidance of Dr. Bobbi Herzberg, an experienced 
discussion leader and journalist.

The mix of experienced Liberty Fund participants and journalists 
from all over Europe and the US resulted in interesting discussions 
that didn’t happen only during the sessions but continued over all 
breaks and meals. The participants highly valued the conversation 
with people from different backgrounds.

When exploring the possible future of Europe, this conference 
aimed first to consider whether the motives for greater 
centralization in the European Union has anything more to it than 
the consolidation of power. The focus upon this issue will help to 
determinate not only the prospects of reform, but the possible fate 
of individual liberty in Europe.

Student Conference in cooperation 
with Liberty Fund

INSTITUTIONS OF LIBERTY 

On October 15 students from all over Europe came to Vienna to 
discuss the “Institutions of Liberty”. The discussions initiated 
during the multiple sessions were also continued during coffee 
breaks and dinners. All participants exchanged actively their points 
of view and arguments. Everyone respected the rules regarding 
time of speaking and no lateral arguments.

Date: 20.-23. April 2018

Location: Meliton Hotel 
Halkidiki, Greece

Discussion leader and 
participants: Dr. Bobbi 
Herzberg and 14 journalists from 
all over Europe + the US

Date: October 11th - 14th, 2018 
Location: Hayek Institute, 
Vienna/Austria

Discussion leader and 
participants: Mr Federico 
Fernández and 15 students from 
all over Europe + intern of the 
Austrian Economics Center
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Kinderbusinessweek
on behalf of the Hayek Institute

Economy is Fun

The Austrian Chamber of Commerce organizes the business week 
for children on annual bases. It is an excellent opportunity to reach 
children and explain economic topics in understandable terms. 
And it is necessary to invest in economic education. This event 
helps children to understand how economy works and that it is not 
a boring subject. 

This year, a very interested group of 8 to 12 year olds started the 
workshop with a theoretical introduction and quickly moved on to 
the question of how much is an apple worth? How much chocolate 
would I send for an apple? Does it chance, if there is just this one 
apple?

About 30 kids participated in this workshop and learned the basics 
of trade and competition. 

IREF conference and workshop in Vienna

This year the Institute for Research in Economic and Fiscal issues 
decided to come to Vienna with their annual conference, and we 
were very happy to host them together with the Hayek Institute.

During the first part of the conference, the workshop, five scholars 
presented their current projects and received valuable input by 
their fellow scholars, the IREF board, and the audience.

After the workshop, we added a Round Table Discussion about 
“Social (In-)security in Times of Change”, where Prof. Enrico 
Colombatto, IREF and University of Turin, Me Jean-Philippe 
Delsol, Chairman of the Board, IREF, and Mag. Christa Schweng, 
Austrian Federal Economic Chamber discussed social security 
issues in Austria, France and Italy.

Date: July 19th, 2018
Location: WIFI, St Pölten, 
Austria

Participants: Dr. Barbara Kolm 
and 30 children from 8 to 12 
years

Date: March 8th, 2018
Location: Hayek Institute, 
Vienna, Austria

Presenters:
Roland Fritz
Alexander Fink 
Rosella Levaggi
Aristides Hatzis
Jaroslaw Kantorowicz
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International Conferences
Some Highlights

Freedom Fest Panel
Where is the Voice of Reason?

Barbara Kolm spoke at this years’ Freedom Fest in Las Vegas at 
two panels:
• Sweden’s Not-So-Socialist Success Story
• End Poverty Overnight? Pros and Cons of Universal Basic 

Income
• Global Economic Summit

And she organized and moderated one more:
• Should We Tolerate State-Sanctioned Theft of Your Ideas? 

Pros and Cons of Intellectual Property Rights 

Dozens independent thinkers from the fields of technology, 
economics, philosophy, geopolitics, civil rights, etc. from the 
US and around the world, get to grips with current and global 
(economic) developments and problem areas at the FreedomFest 
in numerous discussion rounds. The list of speakers reads like 
an intellectual “Who’s Who”, the top of American political 
observers, economists and global financial market players meet 
here. Including the “Voice of Europe”: Barbara Kolm, Director of 
the Austrian Economics Center based in Vienna.

It was her part to contribute Europe’s situation and vision and to 
discuss facts such as migration, monetary policy, Brexit or the EU 
budget in a more global context. 

Date: July 11th - 14th, 2018

Location: Paris Resort, Las 
Vegas, USA 
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Europe Liberty Forum

Barbara Kolm spoke at the Europe Liberty Forum, organized by 
ATLAS Network and CEPOS. She participated in the Plenary 
Session: The State of European Liberalism.

It was a discussion on the opportunities and threats in different 
countries so that the speakers could highlight, what think tanks are 
working on, and areas where they must get better.

European Students for Liberty Regional 
Conference Reykjavik

Kai Weiß, Research Fellow at the Austrian Economics Center, gave 
a talk at the European Students for Liberty Regional Conference 
Reykjavik. He spoke about Tax Competition: A Practical Way to 
a Low-Tax World.

His complete speech is published on  https://www.austriancenter.
com/tax-competition/.

European Students for Liberty Regional 
Conference Bitola

Kai Weiß gave a talk at the European Students for Liberty 
Regional Conference in Bitola, Macedonia. He spoke “Of Pencils 
and Spontaneous Orders” and the foundations of free market 
economics.

Date: May 29th - 30th, 2018

Location: Comwell Conference 
Center, Copenhagen, Denmark 

Date: September 22nd, 2018

Location: Reykjavik, Iceland

Date: October 27th, 2018

Location: Bitola, Macedonia
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Austrian Economics Meeting Europe

The Austrian Economics Meeting Europe (AEME) is an 
organisation of young European scholars in the Austrian tradition 
holding an annual academic conference, where participants have 
the opportunity to listen to presentations of contemporary Austrian 
research by graduate students and early career researchers, as well 
as present their own research to others.

Kai Weiss analyzed the question whether classical liberalism is 
inherently self-destructive, a claim that is often made today from 
both the left and right. He presented a Hayekian vision of why it 
is not.

International Coalition Meeting
by Americans for Tax Reform

At the monthly International Coalitions Meeting, organized by 
Americans for Tax Reform, classical liberal and conservative 
organizations from the U.S. with an international focus get together 
in Washington, DC. In the meeting on March 7, Kai Weiss gave a 
short presentation on the current political and economic situation 
in Austria.

Liberalismus - Bootcamp
by JUNOS

At the Liberalismus-Bootcamp, the JUNOS, the youth organization 
of the Austrian political party NEOS, attempts to give its young 
members an introduction to classical liberal ideas. Kai Weiss 
provided an overview on free market economics and its most 
prominent economic schools of thought.

Date: April 28th, 2018

Location: Danube Institute in 
Budapest, Hungary 

Date: March 7th, 2018

Location: Washington DC, USA

Date: June 30th, 2018

Location: Vienna, Austria
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The Austrian School of Economics 
in the 21st Century
by Fundacion Bases

As part of the Free Market Road Show series of special events 
within the 7th International Conference “The Austrian School of 
Economics in the 21st Century” - Fundación Bases assembled a 
panel of distinguished local Freedom Fighters to talk about the 
future of liberty in Argentina. 

VI Austrian Congress
by Instytut Misesa

Our Senior Fellow Federico N. Fernández gave a talk on “What 
has 21st century socialism done to Venezuela”.

He explained how Chávez-nomics -now continued by Nicolás 
Maduro- have destroyed the country... in spite of the best oil prices 
in history. Fernández explained that the Socialist economy is not 
collapsing because of a universal conspiracy against “popular” 
governments. It has collapsed because that is the only logical 
result of its government’s policies.

Dialogue on Venezuela
The consequeces of 21st century socialism

Federico N. Fernández and Piotrek Olinski discussed the recent 
developments in Venezuela. Piotrek is the Secretary General 
Nowoczesna Youth and the event was for members of that group.

Federico talked about certain common misunderstandings and 
myths which surround the Socialist process started by Hugo 
Chávez in 1999. Moreover, he explained how the attacks on 
private property, entrepreneurship, and civil liberties are causing a 
humanitarian crisis in Venezuela.

Date: August 6th - 8th, 2018

Location: Rosario, Argentina

Date: October 30th, 2018

Location: Świetlica Wolności, 
Warsaw, Poland

Date: September 28th - 29th, 
2018

Location: Krakow, Poland 
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Weekend of Capitalism
by Students for Liberty

Immigration is a pressing issue nowadays, especially in Europe and 
the United States. Regarding immigration, the standard position of 
Austrians, classical liberals and libertarians seems to be favoring 
of unrestricted immigration. Yet within the Austrian tradition we 
find no monolithic support of unrestricted immigration. Federico 
presented in detail the main ideas regarding immigration of five 
authors. These are: Richard Ebeling, Benjamin Powell and Walter 
Block on the one hand and, Murray Rothbard and Hans-Hermann 
Hoppe on the other.

Date: November 18th - 19th 
2018

Location: Warsow, Poland 
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Local events in Austria

We regularly invite our contacts to the Hayek Institute, where we 
hold a breakfast lecture series every month. The aim of this lectures 
is twofold. On the one hand we want to meet fellow libertarians 
and exchange ideas and on the other hand, we want to spread the 
ideas of the Austrian School in its home town to people who are 
unfamiliar with the Austrian School.

Frequently, we offer not only theoretical lectures on politics and 
economy but also current political and historical incidents in 
European countries 

In addition to the breakfast meetings we invite speakers for special 
events in the evening, too, to reach another audience. Guest 
speakers frequently give keynote speeches and afterwards discuss 
these hot topics with the audience in moderated discussion rounds. 
One of these hot topics was today’s relevance of Hayek and the 
Austrian School of Economics.

This year, we hosted the annual conference by IREF, where 
scholars presented their current projects.

Director Dr. Barbara Kolm and Prof. Armin Kammel edited the 
new book on Austrian Economics “Die Österreichische Schule 
der Nationalökonomie aus österreichischer Perspektive”. Together 
with their co-authors they presented the book at the Hayek Institute.

This year we continued our “Ambassador Series”. We invited the 
current Ambassadors to Austria from countries the Free Market 
Road Show is visiting, to present their country to our audience. 
The ambassador from Romania, His Excellency Bogdan Mazuru, 
the ambassador from the United Kingdom, HE Leigh Turner, and 
the ambassador from Hungary, HE János Perényi followed our 
invitation.

Kai Weiß, Board member of the Hayek Institute, gave a talk on 
“The Future of the European Union”, analyzing the major political 
events in 2019: the upcoming EU elections and Brexit.
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Hayek Lifetime Achievement Awards 
2018

On December 13, the Hayek Institut, in partnership with LGT Bank, 
Austrian Economics Center and Swarovski Kristallwelten, had the 
honor of presenting the Hayek Lifetime Achievement Awards to 
Freedom Champions, the American economist Richard W. Rahn 
and the Guatemalan political commentator Gloria Alvarez.

The event marked the first time ever that two laureates were 
awarded the prestigious prize, and took place at the historical 
Stadtpalais Liechtenstein in Vienna, Austria. Respected and well 
known figures, Prince Michael von und zu Liechtenstein and 
Lawrence Goodman, President of the New York based Center 
for Financial Stability, gave tributes to the awardees. Moreover, 
Barbara Kolm (President of the Hayek Institut) and Meinhard 
Platzer (co-CEO of LGT Bank Austria) welcomed the numerous 
attendants and gave the opening remarks.

The 2018 Laureates

Dr. Richard W. Rahn

Richard W. Rahn is an economist with an extensive and fruitful 
career. A tireless defender of Freedom, he currently has a weekly 
economic column at The Washington Times. He is also the 
Chairman of Improbable Success Productions — a documentary 
film production company, specializing in telling the stories of 
successful countries and enterprises.

Gloria Álvarez

Gloria Álvarez’ career span is shorter, but certainly as bright as 
Mr. Rahn’s. Ms. Álvarez rose to stardom thanks to a viral video 
of a speech she gave in Zaragoza, Spain, against the populist 
governments of Latin America. Her intervention was watched 
more than 20 million times and transformed the Guatemalan 
political scientist into an instant anti-populist powerhouse. When 
the story of how Chávez-style populism was defeated in Latin 
America is written, the name Gloria Álvarez will need at least a 
few chapters.
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Publication

Die Österreichische Schule der Nationalökonomie 
aus österreichischer Sicht

Editors
• Dr. Barbara Kolm
• Prof. (FH) Dr. Armin Kammel

Co- Authors
• ao. Univ.-Prof. Dr. Lothar Höbelt
• Pascal Hügli
• DL Prince Michael of Liechtenstein
• Univ.-Prof. Dr. Reinhard Neck
• O. Univ.-Prof. Dr. Karl Socher
• Mag. Ronald-Peter Stöferle
• Univ.-Prof. Dr. Richard Sturn
• Dr. Markus Tomaschitz
• Mark Valek

The Austrian School of economics counts as one of the most 
important economic theories. However, it is more popular in the 
United States than in Austria and Europe.

The editors Barbara Kolm and Armin Kammel, joined by nine 
experts, intend to bring back the Austrian School to Austria, 
explain current developments by presenting different aspects. The 
book starts with a historical overview, how the Austrian School 
came to be, then it includes fiscal, political, and labor market 
perspectives, socialist comparison, entrepreneurial thoughts, and 
finally, an investment perspective.

Armin Kammel, Barbara Kolm (Ed.) Die Österreichische Schule 
der Nationalökonomie aus österreichischer Sicht, Metropolis 
Verlag, Marburg: 2018.
ISBN 978-3-7316-1301-5

Webshop:
https://www.hayek-institut.at/buch/oesterreichische_schule_aus-
oesterreichischer_perspektive/

Book presentation

Date: February 26th, 2018

Location: Hayek Institute
Vienna, Austria
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Rating Europe

The webpage https://ratingeurope.eu/ provides information about 
taxation and government spendings in seven European countries.

Austria
France
Germany

Italy
Spain

Sweden
United Kingdom

How much money does the state take and what for are the revenues 
used? Users get an overview of the budgets of these countries. They 
also get information about the exact amount of their individual 
dues and display their personal invoice for the services of the state. 
In the chapter “Balance the Budget”, users can test the impact of 
their ideas for a different use of the budget. And finally, there is 
a ticker that shows users how quickly the debts of the state are 
increasing.

New in 2018 - 100 Questions

We asked pupils and students to send us questions about taxes, 
why they are collected, what is done with them, and so on. We 
will now post these questions - with answers - one after the other.

To start with the project, the questions will be published in German. 
Translations will follow. The project is realized in cooperation 
with the Hayek Institut.
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Petitions
Together with the Property Rights Alliance, we initiated the 
Coalition letters “EU Commission Should Protect Intellectual 
Property” and “A Digital Tax Would Harm The European Economy 
And See It Lose Out To Competitors”.

We presented these letters at the Free Market Road Show and 
the European Resource Bank Meeting, and numerous attendants 
signed the letters. 
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Open letter to World Intellectual Property Organi-
zation (WIPO) Director General Francis Gurry in 

support of WIPO’s efforts to protect IP rights

World IP Day  - April 26th, 2018

Property rights Alliance celebrates world IP day with an open 
letter to wipo urging greater protection of intellectual property

It is World IP Day! In partnership with the Property Rights Alliance, 
the Austrian Economics Center is proud to stand with content 
creators and rights holders around the world to fight for stronger, 
more effective intellectual property rights. This year we are 
especially proud to stand with female inventors and entrepreneurs, 
as stronger intellectual property rights helps incentivize greater 
participation of women in IP fields. For all these reasons, together 
with our international partners, we have launched an open letter 
signed by an international coalition of think tanks and associations 
addressed to the World Intellectual Property Organization’s 
Director General Dr. Francis Gurry.

As noted by the letter:

“This year’s theme, Powering change: Women in innovation and 
creativity, is particularly relevant to our organizations. Intellectual 
property has played an important role throughout history in 
advancing the rights and liberties of women worldwide. We 
remain committed to supporting women in innovation—as all of 
humanity benefits from the incredible discoveries that flow from 
strong IP rights.”

The protection of intellectual property rights is imperative to 
innovation, entrepreneurship, and economic growth. When these 
rights are not secure, products and their unique identifiers are 
subject to infringement. This reduces economic incentives to 
innovate or enter new markets.

Stronger intellectual property protections allow content creators to 
have control over their products, content, and designs, and to take 
a stand against those who infringe on their unique contributions. 
Studies have continuously shown that countries with stronger IP 
regimes have higher GDPs per capita and higher overall levels of 
development.

Published

https://www.austriancen-
ter.com/celebrating-wor-
ld-ip-day/

Full letter
https://www.austrian-
center.com/wp-content/
uploads/2018/04/ipday18_let-
ter.pdf
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IP-intensive industries are a driver of the global economy, and their 
rights must not be taken for granted. IP-intensive firms account for 
38% of GDP and 45.5 million jobs in the United States, as well as 
42% of GDP and 82 million jobs in the European Union.

This is why, in honor of World IP Day, we, the Property Rights 
Alliance, and dozens of our partners, are joining WIPO in this 
annual day of celebration, remarking, “World IP Day is an 
opportunity to celebrate that which is uniquely human: constant 
innovation, reinvention, and curiosity.”
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Samples of Press Releases 

Einheitsverpackung: Fünf vergeudete Jahre!

March 2018

Einheitsverpackung: Fünf vergeudete Jahre!  Ein offener Brief an 
WHO Direktor Dr. Tedros Ghebreyesus

Wien, “Fünf Jahre vergeudete Jahre” Das ist die Botschaft 
welche eine weltweite Allianz aus 62 Think Thanks und 
Interessensvertretern an den neuen WHO Direktor Dr. Tedros 
Ghebreyesus senden. Anlass ist die WHO - Politik betreffend plain 
packaging (neutrale Verpackung).

Vor fünf Jahren war Australien das erste Land, welches 
Einheitsverpackungen für Tabakprodukte gesetzlich verankerte, 
indem  jede Verwendung von Markenkennzeichnung untersagt 
wurde. Die Maßnahme zielt darauf ab, Anreize für Tabakkonsum 
zu reduzieren, um somit Bürgervom Rauchen abzubringen. 
 
Ein Erfahrungsbericht der australischen Regierung zeigt nun, 
dass die seit zwei Jahrzehnten rückläufigen Raucherzahlen seit 
Einführung von plain pagckaging keine weitere Dynamik erhielten, 
sondern dass der Rückgang tatsächlich endete.
 
Der Anteil an Schmuggelware stieg in Australien von 11,5% auf 
14%. Das bedeutet nicht nur einen Verlust von Steuereinnahmen 
in der Höhe von fast $2 Milliarden  AUS $, sondern auch einen 
Anstieg der organisierten Kriminalität und Begünstigung von 
Terrorfinanzierung.  Die Reisetätigkeit von Jihadisten nach Syrien 
und in den Irak wurde in Frankreich, einem weiteren Land mit 
Einheitsverpackungsregelungen, mit dem illegalen Handel mit 
Zigaretten in Verbindung gebracht und  auch Anschläge in Paris 
scheinen mit dieser Art organisierter Kriminalität zu tun zu haben. 

Trotz eindeutiger Hinweise auf enorme unbeabsichtigte 
Konsequenzen, tritt die Weltgesundheitsorganisation  weiterhin 
für Plain Packaging ein.

Als Unterstützer dieser weltweiten Koalition, schließt sich 
das Austrian Economics Center der Mitteilung an Dr. Tedros 
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Ghebreyesus an: Eigentumsrechte sollten unantastbar sein.

Der Brief legt dar, dass „selbst wenn Einheitsverpackungen 
effektiv wären, müssten entsprechende Vorschriften dennoch 
abgelehnt werden, denn Rechte sind unverzichtbar und dürfen 
nicht für politische Zwecke verworfen werden sollten.“

Die Weltweite Koalition rät der WHO Markenrechte zu schützen, da 
„der Innovationsanreiz durch Markenkennzeichnung Wettbewerb 
und Produktentwicklungen fördert, etwa leistbaren medizinischen 
Fortschritt“.

Der gemeinsame Brief der Property Rights Alliance, die Mitglieder 
von den USA bis Hong Kong eint, appelliert an die WHO und an 
Regierungen aus aller Welt, „die Missachtung von Rechten am 
geistigen Eigentum durch Einheitsverpackung zu beenden.“
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Tax Freedom Day Austria: August 4th, 2018

“For 215 days, we have only worked for the Austrian state,” says 
Barbara Kolm, Director of the Austrian Economics Center and 
President of the Hayek Institute. At least compared to the previous 
year, this year’s Tax Freedom Day (TFD) in Austria is eleven days 
earlier, taking place this Saturday, August 4.

Until TFD, average Austrians have sent their entire income to the 
state through taxes, fees, or other levies. In that sense, TFD might 
also be called “Taxpayer’s Memorial Day,” but then again, it is at 
the same time the first day of the year in which the wealth that is 
accumulated finally doesn’t need to be sent to the government. As 
Kolm argues, “to make it clear, from now on we work for our own 
purse.”

The calculation

We at the AEC have calculated the Tax Freedom Day since 2010. 
For that, we put taxes and levies (direct ones like income, indirect 
ones like sales taxes) in relation to the income of households and 
companies. The resulting percentage will be adjusted to 365 days, 
and there’s the TFD right away.

In contrast to others, we use the national income instead of GDP. 
When using GDP, distortions, for instance through write-offs, are 
used in the calculation. The national income gets closer to the 
actual income of an economy. Since GDP is generally higher than 
national income, using GDP for the calculation of the Tax Freedom 
Day would yield earlier days.

Comparing Austria to other countries is certainly depressing for us: 
the German Taxpayer’s Association, also using national income, 
found that in Germany TFD was on July 18 (2017 it was on July 
19). Meanwhile, Americans can be happy about their early TFD: 
in the US, it was on April 19 this year.

As our researcher Martin Gundinger explains, looking back up to 
1976 shows that TFD has been moving consistently to a later and 
later point. While it was still only on July 1 in 1976, it hit a high 
point in 2001, when it was on August 20. After that, TFD very 
shortly moved back to earlier stages again, but rebounded and until 
2015 moved to earlier heights. Since then, it has improved again.

Published

https://www.hayek-institut.at/
tax-freedom-day-2018/

https://www.austriancenter.
com/tax-freedom-day-2018/
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“We shouldn’t rest on this trend, and further important reforms to 
reduce taxes and levies, and to strengthen economic growth, must 
be implemented,” says Barbara Kolm. The Austrian Tax Freedom 
Day is moving in the right direction, but much more needs to be 
done.

Other Press releases cover these topics in German language:

• Die Trump Reformen aus amerikanischer Sicht
• Plain Packaging - fife lost years
• Free Market Road Show in Vienna: Europa muss über seine 

Werte diskutieren
• Was ist der Wert eines Apfels_ Kinderbusinessweek
• Handelskrieg- Strafzölle lassen nur Verlierer zurück
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Interviews and TV talks

Barbara Kolm was regularly invited to interviews for TV and print 
media in 2018.

ORF - Im Zentrum
Das große Ländermatch um Geld und Einfluss - 

Wer hat die Macht im Staat?

In April 2018, Barbara Kolm talked about the outcome of four 
regional elections in Austria. The panel was moderated by Claudia 
Reiterer and consisted of actual and former politicians and experts 
in various fields.

Puls 4 - Pro und Contra 
Kürzungen im Budget: 

Wer muss sich jetzt fürchten?

After the speech by Finance minister Löger Puls 4 invited 
economists and politicians to analyze the details. Are the cuts in 
spending necessary or will they hurt the poor?

Puls 4 - Pro und Contra
Sparen im Sozialstaat - 

Wie gerecht ist Schwarz-Blau?

Austria’s government announced major reforms in the areas work 
and social. In October, some reforms  were already implemented. 
The talk evolved around the question whether these reforms made 
Austria more just.
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Interview by Naomi Brockwell
How Hayek Predicted Bitcoin

Naomi Brockwell has been making videos about bitcoin since 
2013. She was policy associate at the New York Bitcoin Center. 
And this year she interviewed Barbara Kolm about Hayek’s ideas 
of decentralized money and how his theory coincides with Bitcoin.
h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=mViDgI2WQFE&feature=youtu.be

Fachverband der Pensionskassen der 
Wirtschaftkammer Österreichs
“Vorsorge und Verantwortung - 

Antworten für die Zukunft”

As on of the authors of this publication, Barbara Kolm wrote  
about the different responsibilities of the state and the individual. 
She analyzes individual savings vs. redistribution. The pension 
system in Austria is difficult to maintain on the long run, as people 
grow older and there are fewer young people to pay for them.

Dokumentarfilm „Mind the Gap“
by Robert Schabus, Allegro Film

“Die Krise der westlichen Demokratien ist allgegenwärtig und 2017 
scheint ein Jahr der Richtungsentscheidung zu werden. Frankreich 
und Deutschland wählen, Griechenland leidet, Großbritannien tritt 
aus der EU aus.”

Publication is announced for January 2020.
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Articles online

Besides weekly articles in our blog, authors from the Austrian 
Economics Center also publish on international platforms. Here 
are some examples in excerpts:

30 Years after Bruges: Margaret Thatcher’s Vision 
for Europe Revisited

by Kai Weiss

In September 2018 we celebrated the 30th anniversary of Margaret 
Thatcher’s famous ‘Bruges Speech,’ where she put forward her 
vision for the future of the Europe. In our new study 30 years 
after Bruges: Margaret Thatcher’s Vision for Europe Revisited, 
we have looked at what we can still learn from the former British 
Prime Minister.

The Economist Promoting Austrian Economics 
in Venezuela

Interwiew with Daniel Lahoud 
by Federico N. Fernández

Recently on Twitter Dr. Lahoud posted a very beautiful picture of 
himself and his Austrian Economics students. 

That picture originated the interview that follows. It is a small 
token of appreciation to a heroic scholar who is promoting the 
ideas of the Austrian School of Economics in one of the harshest 
environments. And he is doing it both effectively and courageously.

Published:

https://capx.co/30-years-after-
bruges-margaret-thatcher-is-still-
right-about-europe/

h t t p s : / /m i se s . o rg /w i r e /30 -
y e a r s - l a t e r - m a r g a r e t -
thatcher%E2%80%99s-vision-
europe-revisited

Published:

https://mises.org/wire/economist-
promoting-austrian-economics-
venezuela?
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Spanish articles by Federico Fernández

El peor error de Macri fue demonizar la innovación
Medium: infobae

¿Tienen coronita los legisladores que no quieren volar en Flybondi?
Medium: Visión Liberal

NPC o por qué los progresistas son aburridos y predecibles
Medium: Republica Economica

Todo el Mundo Quiere Ser Millonario... La Cuestión Es Cómo
Medium: Republica Economica

¿Macri Es Anakin Skywalker?
Medium: Libertad y Progreso

El Peronismo es una sociopatía
Medium: El Instituto Independiente

Rosario: Uber o el Oscurantismo de Fein
Medium: Blog Fundacion Bases

Para cambiar la Argentina es mejor ganar conversos que discusiones
Medium: Visión Liberal

Qué Hay Detrás Del #RayoPeronizador
Medium: Blog Fundacion Bases

Entendiendo la Gran Oportunidad del Liberalismo Argentino
Medium: Blog Fundacion Bases

h t t p s : / / w w w. i n f o b a e . c o m /
o p i n i o n / 2 0 1 8 / 0 5 / 1 6 / e l - p e o r -
error-de-macri-fue-demonizar-la-
innovacion/?

h t t p s : / / m e d i u m . c o m / l a -
opini%C3%B3n-inc%C3%B3moda/
rosario-uber-o-el-oscurantismo-de-
fein-9afd20ab0a3e

https://www.republicaeconomica.
com/single-post/2018/11/09/NPC-
o-por-qu%C3%A9-los-progresistas-
son-aburridos-y-predecibles

http://www.libertadyprogresonline.
org/2018/10/23/macri-es-anakin-
skywalker/

h t t p s : / / i n d e p e n d e n t . t y p e p a d .
c o m / e l i n d e p e n d e n t / 2 0 1 8 / 0 9 /
e l - p e r o n i s m o - e s - u n a -
sociopat%C3%ADa-.html 

https://www.visionliberal.com.
ar/nota/5750-tienen-coronita-los-
legisladores-que-no-quieren-volar-
en-flybondi/

https://www.visionliberal.com.
ar/nota/5076-para-cambiar- la-
argentina-es-mejor-ganar-conversos-
que-discusiones/

h t t p s : / / m e d i u m . c o m / l a -
opini%C3%B3n-inc%C3%B3moda/
qu%C3%A9-hay-detr%C3%A1s-
del-rayoperonizador-18bbfb1f1729
h t t p s : / / m e d i u m . c o m / l a -
opini%C3%B3n-inc%C3%B3moda/
entendiendo-la-gran-oportunidad-
d e l - l i b e r a l i s m o - a r g e n t i n o -
7feebc0b3f2c

https://www.republicaeconomica.
com/s ing l e -pos t / 2018 /09 /19 /
To d o - e l - M u n d o - Q u i e r e - S e r -
Millonario-La-Cuesti%C3%B3n-Es-
C%C3%B3mo
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Selected articles by Kai Weiß

Si, simplemente, Donald Tusk fuera tan devoto de Hayek como 
dice ser
Medium: El Club de los Viernes

Πέντε από τις σπουδαιότερες ιδέες του Χάγιεκ: Ένας οδηγός 
μελέτης
Medium: Liberal.gr

Transhumanism Is Not Libertarian, It’s an Abomination
Medium: The American Conservative

The New German Government Is Bad News
Medium: Mises Institute

The Fallacy of “Social Justice”
Medium: The Conservative

Populism, Libertarianism and Trump - interview with Dan Mitchell
Medium: Svensk Titskrift

Macron and the Federalists are Losing Europe’s Battle of Ideas
Medium: CapX

The EU’s New Data Protection Rules Are Already Hurting 
Europeans
Medium: Mises Institute

No Such Thing as a Free-Market Welfare State
Medium:FEE

No, We Shouldn’t Nationalize Facebook
Medium: Speak Freely Today

https://www.elclubdelosviernes.org/
si-simplemente-donald-tusk-fuera-
tan-devoto-de-hayek-como-dice-ser/

h t t p s : / / w w w . l i b e r a l . g r /
arthro/214277/think-tanks/kentro-
fileleutheron-meleton/pente-apo-tis-
spoudaioteres-idees-tou-chagiek-
enas-odigos-meletis.html

h t t p s : / / w w w .
theamericanconservative.com/
articles/transhumanism-is-not-
libertarian-its-an-abomination/
https://mises.org/wire/new-german-
government-bad-news

http://theconservative.online/article/
the_fallacy_of_social_justice

https://www.svensktidskrift.se/
populism-libertarianism-and-trump/

h t t p s : / / w w w. r e a l c l e a r w o r l d .
com/2018/04/20/macron_and_the_
federalists_are_losing_europe039s_
battle_of_ideas_191540.html

https://mises.org/wire/eu’s-new-
data-protection-rules-are-already-
hurting-europeans

https://fee.org/articles/no-such-
thing-as-a-free-market-welfare-state/

h t t p s : / / w w w . s p e a k f r e e l y .
today/2018/10/19/no-shouldnt-
nationalize-facebook/
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